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Outline
• Overview of finding articles using Zetoc
• Inclusion of Open Access articles
– Initially biomedicine
• OAI-PMH harvest / data mapping
• Benefits to Zetoc users
• Support for scholarly research
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Zetoc
• Current awareness bibliographic citation 
service
• Articles & papers – every subject
• Based on The British Library’s Electronic 
Table of Contents data
• Free to UK HE/FE; others by 
subscription
• Funded by JISC and British Library
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Using Zetoc
• Search via Web interface
• Email Alert
– Table of Contents of new issues
– Saved search: title keywords or author
– RSS for journal issues
• Z39.50 for m2m information retrieval
– Metasearch
– Personal Bibliographic Databases
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Open Access Articles
• Extend Zetoc to include OA articles
• UK PubMed Central (UKPMC)
– Free digital archive of biomedical and life 
sciences journal articles
– Provided by British Library and Mimas
– Timely details of articles by OAI-PMH
• Start with BioMed Central Journals
– Articles added to UKPMC as published 
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Data Mapping
• UKPMC article header (NLM DTD)
• Most fields correspond with Zetoc
• New in Zetoc:
– PubMed Identifier
– DOI
– eISSN
– Copyright (agreed with publisher)
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Subject Classification
• Zetoc has Dewey for journals
– On each article record
• No subject classification in UKPMC
• British Library supplied Dewey terms for 
BioMed Central journals
– Add during data import by look-up table
• Process for introduction of new journals
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Implementation
• Zetoc harvests from UKPMC:
– Metadata format: pmc_fm
– Set: pmc-open
– When do data load from BL
• Select BioMed Central journals only
– Transform to Zetoc dataload format by a 
mapping template
– 1300 articles per month
• Back data also loaded (30,000)
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Zetoc Alert
• Timely notification of new publication
– Email alert
– RSS
• Link in Alert to Zetoc full record
– Hence to free article full text
• Introduction seamless
• Single article publishing
– Very timely
– But not an ordered Table of Contents
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Benefits 
• Zetoc now includes Open Access articles
• Particular benefit to users without 
OpenURL resolvers
• Addition of abstracts
• Indication of data required to share 
bibliographic records of OA literature
• Extension to other disciplines
– PhysMath Central
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BioMedical Research Services
• Research Information Centre (RIC)
• Biomedicine Researchers’ desktop
– Support complete research lifecycle
– Developed by British Library and Microsoft
• Zetoc is one of the resources (via 
SOAP)
• BioMed Central literature in Zetoc 
enhances RIC
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Scholarly Research Process
• Research paradigm:
– Discover
– Locate
– Request
– Delivery
– Alert
• Accelerate ‘discovery to delivery’
– Zetoc more useful to biomedical researchers
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Thank You!
Questions?
ann.apps@manchester.ac.uk
